ASTERIA FLOOR
Designed by Søren Ravn Christensen

A TIGHT AND SLEEK EXPRESSION
The Asteria floor is born at the crossroads of design, technology and
craftsmanship. It incorporates a built-in LED technology with a shape
so minimal that it will never go out of style.
The LED panel is dimmable and has a white diffuser ensuring a soft
illumination in the surrounding space. The brass stem going through
the floor lamp as a vertical axis, reinforces a tight expression and by
turning the top part of the stem you easily turn the light on and off.
Find more info on our website umage.com

Floor lamp
TESTS & CERTIFICATIONS
CE (for indoor use), IP2X, cETLus certified
DIMENSIONS
Ø: 43 cm / 16.9” x H: 150.7 cm / 4’9”
MATERIAL
Steel, Aluminium and Acrylic
Incl. 2 m / 6’6” black cord
43 cm / 16.9”

WARRANTY
10-years warranty against manufacturer defects

LIGHT SOURCE
24W LED panel built-in. 3000 K - 1100 lm. RA: >80
Dimmable. 25000 H
150.7 cm / 4’9”

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS (L x W x H):
45 x 45 x 13 cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 5”

168 cm / 5’5”

4 cm / 1.6”

WEIGHT INCL. PACKAGING
9.3 kg / 20.5 lb

ASSEMBLY TIME
15 min - video guide at umage.com
MEDIA KIT
Photos and press material
Download at umagepress.com
ORDERING INFORMATION
Asteria floor pearl white
Asteria floor antracite grey
Asteria floor forest green
Asteria floor ruby red
Asteria floor black

2m
6’6”

EU/UK #2337 / US #3018
EU/UK #2338 / US #3019
EU/UK #2339 / US #3020
EU/UK #2341 / US #3022
EU/UK #2340 / US #3028

COLOUR VARIATIONS

pearl white
(RAL: 9001)

anthracite grey
(RAL: 7016)

forest green
(RAL: 6004)

ruby red
(RAL: 3032)

black
(RAL: 9005)
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